
LAMARCUS ADNA THOMPSON

LaMarcus Adna Thompson (March 8, â€“ May 8, ) was an American inventor and businessman most famous for
developing a variety of gravity rides.

I was able to dig up some interesting facts about the contradictions surrounding the patent issues as to who
was truly the first inventor of the roller coaster in the West, if you like to read more about it. Subsequently, he
developed the concept of the 'scenic railway' and built a large and successful company that operated dozens of
these rides across the world. The hosiery business took a toll on Thompson's health, and so he left the
business. The saloon and the brothel were popular attractions of the day, and the cities were crowded and
dirty. Thompson's company was large enough that it standardized some tickets for use across the country, like
the ticket at the right. He made a fortune in that business, but failing health forced him to quit it. Thompson's
Switchback Gravity Railway is the precursor to modern roller coasters. Opened in , the track ran among
artificial hills lights, and replicas of temples, foreshadowing attractions that would be built by Disney decades
later. Over his lifetime, Thompson accumulated nearly thirty patents related to roller coaster technologies. A 6
mph ride cost 5 cents. However, Thompson came up with a clever twist on the 'scenic' aspect, and developed
into rides that simulated trips through foreign landscapes like the Swiss Alps or Venetian Canals both, at
Dreamland using elaborately painted backgrounds and montages. He'd market his rides as "safety" coasters to
highlight that the faster rides were less safe. It is said that L. Thompson was inspired by a trip to the hills in
eastern Pennsylvania, where a railroad line running through Carbon County had been converted from a coal
transport into a tourist attraction. In his adolescence he became a skilled carpenter. Thompson's scenic railway
concept initially was intended to give riders a scenic view of the surrounding landscape; later, Thompson
created elaborate painted backgrounds and scenes so that riders would feel like they were touring the Swiss
Alps or other foreign landscapes. Borrowing from previous unfinished designs and applying his own ideas,
Thompson obtained patent no. Taylor, and upon the general idea of gravity-powered inclined rides dating back
to at least the 17th century through the overall history of the roller coaster. Rival builders capitalized on his
success with designs of their own, each a little bigger and faster than the last. Not only that, he became a
Million Dollar Inventor in his time. There he began designing a device to manufacture seamless hosiery. In ,
along with designer James A. The railway was a rousing success with tourists, who came by the thousands to
ride every year. In he began operating a grocery store in Elkhart, Indiana. Two dragons framed the entrance,
their eyes glowing from globes of green electric light. The ride was very modest by today's standards, standing
just 50 feet tall, feet long, and about 10 mph, but it was also something that had never been seen before.


